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Purpose 
 
SFS is an investment adviser with a fiduciary duty to provide their undivided loyalty to clients. We are trusted 
to represent clients’ interests in many matters and must hold ourselves to the highest standard of fairness in all 
such matters. 
  
Rule 204A-1 under the Advisers Act requires each registered investment adviser to adopt and implement a 
written code of ethics that contains provisions regarding: 
  
• The adviser’s fiduciary duty to its clients; 
• Compliance with all applicable federal securities laws; 
• Reporting and review of personal securities transactions and holdings; 
• Reporting of violations of the code; and 
• The provision of the code to all employees. 
 

Instructions 
 
 At all times, SFS and its employees must comply with the spirit and the letter of the federal securities laws and 
rules governing the capital markets. The CCO administers the Code of Ethics. All questions regarding the Code 
of Ethics should be directed to the CCO. Employees must cooperate to the fullest extent reasonably requested 
by the CCO to enable the firm to comply with all applicable federal securities laws and the CCO to discharge 
his or her duties under the Compliance Manual. 
  
SFS expects all employees to adhere to the highest standards with respect to any potential conflicts of interest 
with clients. As a fiduciary, the firm must act in its clients’ best interests. Neither SFS, nor any employee should 
ever benefit at the expense of any client. Notify the CCO promptly about any practice that creates, or gives the 
appearance of, a material conflict of interest. 
  
Employees are generally expected to discuss any perceived risks, or concerns about our business practices with 
their direct supervisor. However, if an employee is uncomfortable discussing an issue with their supervisor or if 
they believe that an issue has not been appropriately addressed, they should bring the matter to the CCO’s 
attention.  
 

Conflicts of Interest 
Conflicts of interest may exist between various individuals and entities, including SFS, employees, and current 
or prospective clients. Any failure to identify or properly address a conflict can have severe negative 
repercussions for the firm, its employees, and/or clients. In some cases, the improper handling of a conflict 
could result in litigation and/or disciplinary action. 
  
The firm’s policies and procedures have been designed to identify and properly disclose, mitigate, and/or 
eliminate applicable conflicts of interest. However, written policies and procedures cannot address every 
potential conflict, so employees must use good judgment in identifying and responding appropriately to actual 
or apparent conflicts. Conflicts of interest that involve SFS and/or its employees on one hand, and clients on 
the other hand, will generally be fully disclosed and/or resolved in a way that favors the interests of clients over 
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the interests of the firm and its employees. If an employee believes that a conflict of interest has not been 
identified or appropriately addressed, that employee should promptly bring the issue to the CCO’s attention. 
 

Personal Securities Transactions 
Employees are expected to trade personal securities in a manner consistent with the firm’s fiduciary obligations 
to our clients. Hence, all trades should avoid actual improprieties, as well as the appearance of impropriety. 
Employee trades must not be timed to precede orders placed for any client, nor should trading activity be so 
excessive as to conflict with their ability to fulfill their daily job responsibilities. 
 

Covered Accounts 
Every employee is required to report on personal securities transactions accounts for which they have a 
beneficial ownership interest in said account. Beneficial ownership can be direct or indirect ownership, which 
includes those accounts that are held by immediate family members sharing the same household or non-client 
accounts where they have investment discretion over the account. Immediate family members include children, 
step-children, grandchildren, parents, step-parents, grandparents, spouses, domestic partners, siblings, 
parents-in-law, and children-in-law, as well as adoptive relationships that meet the above criteria.  
 
As part of employment at SFS, we require employees to become clients of the firm. This means all personal 
securities transactions accounts must be managed by us and are custodied at Charles Schwab. Employees 
should not have any accounts covered by these policies and procedures that is not managed by SFS.  
 

Reportable Securities 
SFS requires employees to provide periodic reports regarding transactions and holdings in all reportable 
securities, which includes any security, except: 
  
• Direct obligations of the Government of the United States; 
• Bankers’ acceptances, bank certificates of deposit, commercial paper and high-quality short-term debt 

instruments, including repurchase agreements; 
• Shares issued by money market funds; 
• Shares issued by open-end investment companies registered under the Investment firm Act of 1940, other 

than investment companies advised or underwritten by SFS or an affiliate; 
• Interests in 529 college savings plans; and 
• Shares issued by unit investment trusts that are invested exclusively in one or more open-end investment 

companies registered under the Investment firm Act of 1940, none of which are advised or underwritten by 
SFS or an affiliate. 

  
Exchange-traded funds (“ETFs”) and exchange traded notes (“ETNs”) are somewhat similar to open-end 
registered investment companies. However, since the distinction whether certain ETFs are reportable can be a 
nuanced, we conservatively require that all ETFs and ETNs be subject to these reporting requirements.  
  
Any employee who transacts in virtual or cryptocurrency coins or tokens that are being offered or were 
previously offered as part of an initial coin offering (“ICO”) should consult with the CCO to determine whether 
they are considered securities for purposes of this policy. If the CCO determines, based on the structure of the 
ICO and relevant SEC guidance that they are deemed securities, then they must include these in their 
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transactions and holdings reports for the purposes of this policy. Virtual or cryptocurrency coins or tokens that 
were created outside the context of an ICO are not deemed securities under this policy. 
 
 IPOs and Private Placements 
Employees may not execute any trades involving IPOs or private placements.  
 
 Reporting 
Employees must submit quarterly transactions reports regarding their securities transactions and newly opened 
accounts, as well as annual reports regarding their securities holdings and existing accounts.  
 

Quarterly Transaction Reports  
Each quarter, employees must report all reportable securities transactions in accounts in which they have a 
beneficial Interest. Employees must also report any accounts opened during the quarter that hold any securities 
(including those that may hold securities excluded from the definition of a reportable security). Reports 
regarding securities transactions and newly opened accounts must be submitted to the CCO within 30 days of 
the end of each calendar quarter. 
  
Since SFS directly advises all employee covered accounts, the firm already has access to and direct visibility 
into employees’ quarterly personal securities transactions. The CCO will save these statements down every 
quarter and employees will certify to their completeness and accuracy through the Quarterly Transactions 
Certification.  
 

Initial and Annual Holdings Reports 
Employees must report all reportable securities holdings and the existence of all account that holds any 
securities, including those excluded from the definition of a reportable security. New employees must complete 
the Initial Holdings Certification within 10 days of employment and the information must be current as of no 
more than 45 days prior to the date of employment. Annually, on or before February 14th of each year, 
employees must complete the Annual Holdings Certification which must be current as of December 31st.  
 
 Personal Trading and Holdings Reviews 
SFS’ policy to require its employees to become clients of the firm is designed to mitigate potential material 
conflicts of interest associated with employees’ personal trading activities. Accordingly, on a quarterly basis, 
the CCO will review employee accounts against client accounts to ensure no preferential treatment has been 
provided to employee accounts. The CCO will review trading activity between employee and client accounts 
and look at performance dispersion between those accounts with the same model portfolios. Any trading that 
appears outside of the employee’s investment mandate or if performance dispersion is greater than 10%, then 
the CCO will flag the account for review with the CEO. Additional policies and procedures may be developed 
considering these reviews to mitigate apparent or the appearance of conflicts of interest.  
 
 Insider Trading 
Severe penalties exist for firms and individuals that trade on material nonpublic information (“insider trading”), 
including civil injunctions, disgorgement of profits and jail sentences. Furthermore, fines for insider trading may 
be levied against individuals and companies in amounts up to three times the profit gained or loss avoided 
(and up to $1,000,000 for companies). SFS will not protect employees found guilty of insider trading. 
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 What Information is Material? 
Many types of information may be considered material, such as, advance knowledge of: 
  
• Dividend or earnings announcements; 
• Asset write-downs or write-offs; 
• Additions to reserves for bad debts or contingent liabilities; 
• Expansion or curtailment of company or major division operations; 
• Merger, joint venture announcements; 
• New product/service announcements; 
• Discovery or research developments; 
• Criminal, civil and government investigations and indictments; 
• Pending labor disputes; 
• Debt service or liquidity problems; 
• Bankruptcy or insolvency; 
• Tender offers and stock repurchase plans; and 
• Recapitalization plans. 
  
Information provided by a company could be material because of its expected effect on a particular class of 
securities, all of a company’s securities, the securities of another company, or the securities of several 
companies. The prohibition against misusing material nonpublic information applies to all types of financial 
instruments, like stocks, bonds, warrants, options, futures, forwards, swaps, commercial paper, government-
issued securities, and certain types of virtual currency or cryptocurrency coins or tokens that were created in 
connection with an initial coin offering or ICO. Material information need not relate to a company’s business. 
For example, information about the contents of an upcoming newspaper column may affect the price of a 
security and may therefore be considered material. Advance notice of forthcoming secondary market 
transactions could also be material. 
  
Employees should consult with the CCO if there is any question as to whether nonpublic information is material. 
 
 What Information is Nonpublic? 
Once information has been effectively distributed to the investing public, it is no longer nonpublic. However, 
the distribution of material nonpublic information must occur through commonly recognized channels for the 
classification to change. In addition, there must be adequate time for the public to receive and digest the 
information. Non-public information does not change to public information solely by selective dissemination. 
The confirmation by an insider of unconfirmed rumors, even if the information in question was reported as 
rumors in a public form, may be nonpublic information. Examples of the ways in which nonpublic information 
might be transmitted include, but are not limited to: 
  
• In person; 
• In writing; 
• By telephone; 
• During a presentation; 
• By email, instant messaging, or Bloomberg messaging; 
• By text message or through Twitter; or 
• On a social networking site such as Facebook or LinkedIn. 
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Employees must be aware that even where there is no expectation of confidentiality, a person may become an 
insider upon receiving material nonpublic information. Employees should consult with the CCO if there is any 
question as to whether material information is nonpublic. 
 
 Conduct 
Employees are strictly forbidden from engaging in insider trading, either personally or on behalf of our clients. 
This policy applies to: 
 
• All employees;  
• Any transactions in any securities by family members, trusts, or corporations, directly or indirectly controlled 

by such persons; 
• Transactions by corporations in which the employee is an officer, director, or 10% or greater stockholder; 

and  
• Transactions by partnerships of which the employee is a partner unless the employee has no direct or 

indirect control over the partnership. 
 
 
 

 
 


